
Year 3 Learning Snapshot 

Reading 

Over the last 2 weeks, students have been introduced to a new comprehension strategy, inferring. Through 2 texts 
written by Jackie French, students are focusing on inferring meaning from unknown words and phrases as well as 
character’s feelings. The first text of focus are Nanberry, a text about an 8-year old Aboriginal boy who comes into 
contact with the first arrivals in Australia in the late 1700s. The second text, Fire, also by Jackie inspired by bushfires 
that have affected many people across Australia. It is a story of a natural disaster from the perspective of a 
cockatoo.  

 

 

Writing 

Poetry- Last week, student’s wrote a poetic response to the Olympics in the style of either a limerick, a rhyming 
couplet or a free verse. Here is a selection of the poems that were published to share with their grade.  

  

 

 

Recount. This week we began to explore the familiar genre of a recount in a new way.In the coming weeks, using the 
Big Question Australian History unit for inspiration, students will write recounts as newspaper reports or as diary 
entries from the perspective of a convict or a witness to events around the time of the First Fleet- 1788. This week we 
began to plan a piece based on a witness's account of a convict’s trial and sentencing to transportation.  

 

 

 
Numeracy 



Students continued to work on their multiplicative thinking, looking at the relationship between multiplication and 
division. They collaborated in google slides making worded problems and spent time answering each other’s 
questions, reflecting on the strategies they used. 

 

 



Big Question - How can the Arts Help us Learn About Australian History? 

Students in Year 3 have engaged in the ‘finding out’ phase of the inquiry cycle.  Through videos, audio files and 
artwork, students have explored snapshots of life in Britain in the 1700s, convict stories and facts about the First 
Fleet.  

     

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

Year 3 students have been focusing on Athletics at home. We have practised lead up skills for long jump and discus. 
Students have been asked to be creative in simulating a plastic plate as a discus and jumping and hopping around the 
home, trying to improve their techniques. We will further explore these topics at school using a proper discus and 
long jump pit. 

Spanish 

In Spanish, Year 3 students have continued exploring the school value of Be Creative, making parts of the games they 
invented around the feeling words. They have thought about sustainability and reused things around the home like 
cardboard to make their products more durable. 

Music 

In Music/Drama, Year 3 students have been working on creating their own drama script at home during remote 
learning in the manner of a drawn cartoon or a written script. They used a brainstorm of simple characters and 
problems, and were encouraged to act out their drama by taking on one of their characters. We also looked at a 
short video of how Beauty and the Beast was acted on a stage to better understand how a drama can arise from a 
person’s character. Students then attempted to create a drama by carefully choosing character descriptions. 

 


